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Introduction

Aluminum-llthiumalloyshave receivedmuch recentattentionbecauseof

the rathersubstantialspecific-strengthand speciflc-stlffnessadvantage

offeredover commercial2000-and 7000-seriesaluminumalloys.(I-3) As an

example,if one comparestypicalpropertiesof the aluminum-Lithium-copper

(AI-Li-Cu)alloysof this investlgation(_,5)to AA 7075-T73aluminum,the

followingapproximategainsare realized: a 24 percentincreasein the

stiffness-to-weightratioand a 14 and 18 percentincreasein the strength-

to-weightratiobased on yield strengthand ultimatetensilestrength,respec-

tively. One obstaclein AI-Li alloy developmenthas been the inherentlimited

ductility.(6-9) Intenseplanar slip,due to the nature of the ordered,6'

(AI3LI)precipitatesresponsiblefor strengthening,resultsin eitherslip-

plane or grain-boundarydecohesion,(I0)and thusdeformationbeyond the point

of plasticinstabilityis seldomobserved.

Powdermetallurgy(P/M)technologyhas been appliedin currentalloy

developmentprogramsto providea more homogeneousdistributionof lithium

and a more uniform,refinedmicrostructurethan thatobtainedby conventional

ingot processing. Since the introductionin the mid-1950sof alloyX-2020,

the first experimentalingot-processedlithium-bearingalloy (whichsaw limited

aerospaceapplication),the goal in AI-Li alloydevelopmenthas been the

- improvementof tensileductilityand fracture_oughnessthroughprocessing,

heat treatment,and compositionalvariations. The statusof AI-Li alloy

developmentis the subjectof a pendingreview (Sanders,T. H., Jr. and Starke,

E. A., Jr., InternationalMetallurgicalReviews,in preparation).

Over the next decade,it is anticipatedthat advancedAI-Li alloyswill

see increasedutilizationin the designor major redesignof aerospacesystems.

Alloyswill be selectedon the basis of density,elasticmodulus,and strength



to achievemajor savingsin weight,and thusreduceoperationalcosts. To

fully assess the specific-strength and specific-stiffness advantages of the

candidate alloys, durability criteria, such as fatigue endurance and

envlronmental-sensitive fracture, must be considered. Stress corrosion (SC)

of high-strength aluminum alloys has been a major service problem in the air-

eraf_ industry. Thus, the specific-propertiesadvantageof alternativealloys .

must be adjustedto accountfor theirsusceptibilityto SC. At NASA Ames

ResearchCenter,currentresearchis being directedtowardan understanding

of the environment-sensitlvefracturemechanismsactivein advancedAI-Li

alloys. Attentionhas focusedon AI-Li-Cualloysbecauseof the concurrent

and extensivealloydevelopmenteffortby otherson this system(s,10"13_'_d

only limitedcorrosionand stress-corrosiondata are available.(1_,1_) A

major objectiveof the currentresearchprogramis to evaluatethe relative

SC resistanceof two P/M processedAi-Li-Cualloys.

Three differentmethodsof determiningthe SC resistanceof aluminum

alloyswere employed,and the resultsare reportedherein. The aggressive

environmentfor all tests is an aqueousNaCI solution. In the first test

method,smooth-sectionspecimens,under load,were exposedunder alternate-

immersionconditionsto determinethe thresholdstressfor SC. The threshold

stressis definedas the upper limit stressbelow which specimensdo not frac-

ture duringa specifiedexposureperiod. The secondtestmethod involved

fracture-mechanics(flawed)specimens,testedto evaluatethe thresholdstress

intensityfactorfor stress-corrosioncracking(SCC),_SCC" The threshold

stressintensityfactoris definedas thatvalue at some limitingvalue of

crack-growthrate. The thirdmethod involveds!ow strain-ratetestsperformed

underpotentiostaticpolarizationconditionsto establishthe activeelectro-

chemicalregimefor SC. In this paper,the apparentthresholdstress,the



threshold stress intenslry factor, and the slow straln-rate data are reported

and compared. Metallographic and fractographlc data are then introduced in

an attempt to isolate SC behavior from other time-dependent processes active

in the P/M processed AI-LI-Cu alloys.

Experimental

Materials

AI-Li-Cu Alloys

Two AI-Li-Cu alloys were purchased from Kawecki-Berylco Industries, Inc.,

Reading, Pennsylvania. The alloys were processed using P/M techniques. Pow-

ders were produced by cooling an atomized molten stream of the target composi-

tion in an inert gas (argon) atmosphere. High-purity (0.9999 percent by

weight) aluminumand a 20 percent by weight lithium master alloy were combined

to yield an approximate 2.6 percent AI-Li melt. High-purity-element additions

were made to adjust the melt to the desired al!oy composition. The cooling

rate of the atomization process was estimated to be 103 Ks-I. The resulting

powders were spherical, about 150 _m in diameter (sized to I00 mesh).

Powders were packed in AA 6061 aluminum cans (13.7 cm outer diameter by

0.32 cm thick), degassed, and cold isostatic pressed to 415 MPa, The com-

pacted powders were then hot-upset at 755 K against a blind die and extruded

at 672 K through a 55.9-mm by 14.7-ram die. This yields an approximate i0:i

extrusion ratio. The chemical composition of the resulting alloys are pre-

. sented in Table i. The nominal composition of the base alloy is

AI-2.6%Li-I.4%Cu and that of the magnesium-bearlng alloy is

AI-2.6%Li-I.4%Cu-I.6%Mg.

The microstructure, aging response, and mechanical properties of the

two AI-Li-Cu alloys have been thoroughly documented in earlier reports. (_'s)



In Table 2, the tensile and fracture properties of the base alloy and the

magnesium-bearing alloy are summarized for the three aging conditions inves-

tigated in this SC study: the under-, peak-, and over-aged conditions.

Tensile properties of the base alloy at peak aging are 460 MPa yield and

550 MPa ultimate tensile strength, with a strain to fracture of 3 percent.

In the magnesium-bearing alloy, yield and ultimate tensile strengths are

520 MPa and 600 MPa, and the strain to fracture is about 3.5 percent. Both

alloys are characterized by limited deformation beyond plastic instability.

Very little reduction in area is observed and fracture characteristics are

brittle. The limiting fracture toughness for long transverse (I in. wide by

1/2 in. thick) compact tension specimens (CTS) for both alloys was found to

be about 8 MPA_m and the fracture toughness was found to be relatively

insensitive to the aging condition. (s)

Hi_h-Strensth 700-Series Aluminum Alloys

In order to provide a basis for comparison of the SC behavior of the

AI-Li-Cu alloys and to document the performance of a commercial alloy, con-

current alternate-immersion tests were conducted on specimens fabricated from

AA 7075-T6 and AA 7475-T6 aluminum. The AA 7075-T6 aluminum specimens were

fabricated from a square section 9 cm by 9 cm, forging; the AA 7475-T6

aluminum specimens were fabricated from commercial AA 7475-T7351 plate,

ll.5-cm thick, and reheat-treated to =he T6 condition prior to specimen fab-

rication. The chemical compositions of the 7000-series alloys are also r

reported in Table i.

Test Methods

Method I: Alternate-lmmersion Tests

The tuning fork specimen (16) selected for the alternate-immersion test

program is illustrated in Fig. I. A surface area of about 5 cm2 is maintained

4



at constant stress using this specimen configuration. Aluminum-lithium-copper

alloy tuning fork specimens were oriented to promote crack initiation along a

plane whose normal is in the transverse (T) direction, and crack extension in

the short transverse (S) direction. After fabrication, specimens were solu-

tion treated, quenched, and aged to the desired condition.

Tuning fork specimens were directly machined from the AA 7075-T6 aluminum

and AA 7475-T6 aluminum alloy stock. The AA 7075-T6 aluminum specimens were

oriented so that the crack plane and crack extension direction were both normal

to the extrusion direction of the square-section stock. This orientation was

selected because of the similar grain-abstract ratio to the Al-Li-Cu P/M

extruded plate. The grain-abstract ratio is an important parameter in deter-

mining a material's SC performance. (17) The AA 7475-T6 aluminum tuning fork

specimens, fabricated from plate stock, were short-transverse oriented, thus

presenting the least favorable microstructure from the standpoint of SC. This

limiting microstructural condition could not be evaluated on the AI-Li-Cu

alloys due to the thickness (1.27 cm) of the available AI-Li-Cu product form.

After machining, the gage surfaces of the tuning fork specimens were rough

polished to a 15 _m finish.

Both constant-deflection and constant-load tests were performed on the

tuning fork specimens. Constant-deflection conditions were attained by

. single-bolt loading using two half-cylinder stainless steel platens, as shown

in Fig. i. The gage surfaces of these specimens were strain gaged to deter-

' mine the initially applied, outer fiber stress and to signal specimen failure.

Constant load conditions were attained using the platens and a dead-weight

cable !oading system. Initia!, outer fiber stress was calculated using the

elastic equation for a cantilever beam. Specimen failure was signaled using

a linear voltage differential transformer (LVDT) attached to the load train.



The load assemblies were masked using a silicone lacquer and a paraffin wax

topcoat. Both constant-deflection and constant-load specimens were exposed

in an SC facility designed for alternate-immersion testing in a 3.5 percent

NaCI solution as defined by ASTM Standard G44-75. Specimen failure was indi-

cated by either change in the LVDT output from the load line of the constant

load test, or from an abrupt decline in the strain-gage output from the instru-

mented constant-deflection specimens. A 32 channel analog-to-digital data

acquisition system was used to periodically monitor and record test conditions.

Method 2: Slow Crack-Growth Tests

Double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens, (17) as specified in Fig. 2, were

used to assess _SCC" Specimens were fabricated from solution-treated and

quenched AI-Li-Cu plates 3-1 oriented; that is, crack extension occurred on a

plane normal to the short transverse direction and in the longitudinal (extru-

sion) direction. All specimens were aged and their sides polished to I _m

using diamond paste. To monitor crack extension, reference lines were diamond

scribed on the specimens.

Prior to aqueous NaCI exposure, the DCB specimens were fatigue precracked

under strain contro! using a closed-loop servohydraulic test system. Precrack-

ing was performed at i0 Hz and the maximum stress intensity factor (Kmax)

during precracking did not exceed 80 percent of the initially applied
value

for the SCC test. Precracking was performed in air, and the final crack

length was approximately 18 mm.

The precracked DCB specimens were loaded using stainless stee! bolts and

the bolt-!oaded end of each test assembly was masked using silicone lacquer

and paraffin wax. Specimens were immersed in 3.5 percent NaCI solution I0 min

prior to bolt loading and a clip-on extensometer was used to monitor crack-

opening displacement. Specimens were loaded to initial stress-intensity



factors
(_) ranging from 6 to 9 MPa_m. The upper limit of 9 MPa_m is

approximately 85 percent of the average KQ value determined in air for

three peak-aged and S-L oriented, base alloy DCB specimens. After initial

loading, the specimen was removed from the solution and crack length was

determined by optical microscopy utilizing a calibrated traveling stage.

Specimens were then reimmersed in the 3.5 percent NaCI solution and twice

each week the specimens were removed and the crack extension determined using

the optical technique. Unfortumately, localized crevice corrosion along

the crack negated efforts to accurately determine crack length; therefore,

this effort was abandoned after the 30-day immersion period. The solution

was changed weekly in the approximate 1.0-1itre immersion reservoir. Solution

conditions were static, and the temperature of the solution was maintained at

30 deg C.

After an immersion period of about 35 days, the DCB specimens were unloaded

and the crack-opening displacements were monitored using a clip-on extensometer

to assess the degree of crack closure. Specimen sides were reconditioned on a

metallographic polishing wheel with a deep nap polishing cloth; 3.5 percent

NaCI solution was used as a lubricant. The current crack length was optically

determined, and DCB specimens were reloaded to higher
values (greater

crack-opening displacements). Specimens were reimmersed for an additional

. exposureperiodof 159 days.

Method 3: Slow Strain-Rate Tests
W

StraininB ElectrodeSpecimens-The strainingelectrodespecimenshown in

Fig. 3 was used for the slow stra!n-ratetest. It is a standardtensilecou-

pon fabricated from nominal 1.4-mm thick material machined from the extruded

and solutlon-treated plate. Specimens were aged after fabrication and gage

surfaceswere rough polishedto 400 grade emerypaper prior to finalspecimen

preparation.
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The specimens were electrically isolated by applying end-tabs to the grip

regions at the end of the specimen. The end-tabs consisted of a 0.25-mm thick

aluminum shim cap bonHed to the specimen using a room-temperature cured amine-

epoxy system. Nylon net, 0.2-mm thick, was sandwiched between the specimen

and the shim cap to assure electrical isolation. To complete electrical iso-

lation during tensile testing, the load grips and loading pins were fabricated
L

from Zircaloy-4 alloy plates. After fabrication, all zirconium pieces were

pickled in a solution containing 120 ml HzO, 40 ml HN03 (70 percent) and 3 ml

HF (50 percent) and warm-water rinsed. This was followed by an oxidation

treatment consisting of a 24-h hold at 530 deg C in an air furnace to develop

a thick, electrically insulative ZrO2 coating. The combination ZrO2 and epoxy

composite interface between the !oad-train and test specimen provided elec-

trical isolation to the 4600-N load maximum required in this investigation.

The straining electrode specimens were strain gaged on opposing surfaces

within the gage section (Fig. 3) to provide direct tensile strain measurements.

After gaging, all specimen surfaces were coated with a solvent-thinned room

temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber except a 4.8 mm by 9 mm unmasked

region on one surface within the gage region (Fig. 3) where potentiostatic

control was maintained. This unmasked region was final polished to a i Bm

diamond, acetone cleaned, and freon rinsed prior to coating the specimen.

Potentiostatic polarization methods were used in the slow strain-rate

tests to establish and control electrochemical conditions. In preparation for

the slow strain-rate tests, anodic potentiodynamic polarization data were

obtained to establish the base electrochemical behavior of =he AI-Li-Cu alloys.

Cylindrical specimens with an electrode surface area of about 1.4 cm 2 were

machined from extruded plates previously heat treated and cold-water quenched.

These specimens were aged, polished on a bench lathe to a 1 _m diamond finish,



degreased in acetone, and then rinsed in freon. After being attached to the

working electrode of the polarization cell, specimens were immersed in a

stirred and helium-deaerated, 3.5 percent NaCI solution. After a maximum of

40 min, the potential was driven from a value more anodic than the rest-

o

potentialto a value more cathodicthan thebreakaway-potentiala_d the cur-

rent densityversuspotentialresponsewas monitored. A WenkingModel LT73
u

potentiostatand motor-drivenscan generatorwere used to vary the electro-

chemicalpotential. The solutionwas deaeratedby bubblinghelium for 24 h

prior to and duringeach scan. The potentialscan rate of 10 mV/minand the

currentdensityversuspotentialcurvewas recordedon an X-Y recorder.

Potentiodynamicmeasurementsweremade as describedin ASTM G5-78,exceptfor

two minor variationsfoundnecessaryto assurereproducibilityof results.

First,an extendeddeaera=ionand p£esoakperiodof up to 6 h was employed

prior to initiationof the potentiodynamicscan. Second,becauseof safety

considerations,heliumwas used to deaeratethe polarization-cellsolution

as a substitutefor the hydrogenrecommendedin ASTM G5-78. Effectivedeaera-

tionof the polarization-cellsolutionprovedthe most criticalstep for

reproduciblepotentiodynamicand potentiostati¢measurements. Using the above

method,anodicpotentiodynamicpolarizationplotswere obtainedfor the

AI-Li-Cualloysas a functionof heat treatment. From theseplots,electro-

chemicalpotentialswere selectedfor the slow strain-ratetests.

To performa slow strain-ratetest, tensilespecimenswere firstgripped

, and electricalisolationwas confirmed. Next, a split,plasticbase was

affixedto the long end of the tensilecoupon,adjacentthe lower grip. A

half-litreclear plasticcylindricalchamberwas slippedover the upper grip

and a rubbero-ringarrangementprovideda water-tightseal at the base plate.

A cylindricalrubberbellowsprovidedheliumcover gas containmentwhile



allowing tensile displacement of the upper load grip. Helium-deaerated aqueous

3.5 perdent NaCI solution was circulated through the test chamber from a

40-1itre reservoir, at a flow rate of about 30 cc/min. The test chamber con-

rained the required counter electrodes and Luggin probe as recommended in
m

ASTM-G5 to establish potentiostatic conditions at the unmasked specimen sur-

face. Thus,an essentiallyequivalentprocedureto that describedto obtain ,

the potentiodynamic polarization data was used.

In additionto performingslow strain-ratetestsunder potentiostatic

control in deaerated solution, one test was performed under open-circuit con-

ditions at the free-corrosion potential of the alloy. For this test, the

aqueous NaCI solution was brought to an equilibrium oxygen (02) solubility

content by bubblinghigh-purityOz gas for 6 h before and duringthe test.

Referenceslow strain-rate tests were performedin laboratoryair for compari-

son to the aqueousNaCI environmentaltests.

S!ow strain-rate tests were performed using a closed-loop servohydraulic

test systeminterfacedwith a PDP 11/34computer. Strain,load, and displace-

ment data were acquisitioned and the feedback conditions were computer adjusted

to provide a constant engineering strain rate at the specimen gage during the

test. Rates investigated ranged from i0-_ to 10-6 s-I. At the start of each

test, the specimens were initially ramped to a strain of 0.2 percent in i0 s,

and then the strain rate was reduced to the required value. When potentio-

static control was employed, the electrochemical conditions were established

for 20 min prior to load application. At specimen fracture, the potentiostat

was disengaged, and the resulting stress versus strain curve was displayed.

Analysis

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical metallography were used to

demonstrate the character of the interaction between the AI-Li-Cu alloys and

i0



the environment for the various electrochemical conditions of this investiga-

tion. Corrosion products were chemically removed prior to SEM examination in

the following manner. Specimens were rinsed in distilled water, and mechani-

cally cleaned with a soft fiber bristle brush. Specimens were then immersed

for 5 mln in a solution of 15 g Alconox powder in 350 cc distilled water at

40 to 55 deg C followed by 5 min of ultrasonic cleaning in the same solution.

Specimens were then rinsed thoroughly in distilled water. The sequence of

deoxidizing solutions recommended in ASTM GI-72 for aluminum alloys was used

to remove the remaining visible film. After cleaning, the specimens were gold

sputter-coated to enhance image contrast in the SEM. Scanning electron micro-

scopy examination at various stages of the cleaning procedure confirmed that

the fracture and surface morphology of the AI-Li-Cu specimens were not signifi-

cantly altered.

In order to investigate the possible correlation of surface pitting

observed in the SC experiments to microstructural features, a tuning fork

specimen was specially prepared and a sequential metallographic examination

of the surface of the specimen corroded under controlled electrochemical con-

ditions was performed. The gage section of the tuning fork specimen was

polished to 0.3 _m alumina using conventional metallographic techniques. The

specimen was then bolt loaded to a sustained outer-fiber stress of 415 MPa

. and mounted in a polarization cell, meeting the requirements of ASTM G5-78.

The entire tuning fork specimen was masked with silicone lacquer except for a

1.0-cm z area in the gage region of one arm. The specimen was positioned in

the polarization cell and polarized in deaerated 3.5 percent NaCI solution at

an applied potential of -0.820 Vsc e. A 16-h exposure period was interrupted

at half-hour intervals to metal!ographicallyevaluate the surface condition.

The surface was distilled water rinsed and air dried prior to metallographic

examination.
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Results

Alternate-Immersion Tests

Alternate-immersion tests were conducted on tuning fork specimens under

free-corrosion conditions. Time to failure as a function of the applied stress

is shown in Fig. 4 for the two AI-Li-Cu alloys and the AA 7075-T6 aluminum

al!oy. The AA 7075-T6 aluminum a!loy was loaded to three stress levels

between 415 and 440 MPa but did not fail nor show any evidence of cracking;

however, pitting on these specimens was extensive. Conversely, both AI-Li-Cu

alloys failed at 415 MPa after only a few hundred hours of exposure. The

magnesium-bearing alloy failed at 378 MPa after less than 103 h exposure to

alternate immersion. Cracking was also observed in both of the AI-Li-Cu

alloys at runout (2 × 103 h) indicating that the threshold for SC is below

380 MPa for the base alloy and 350 MPa for the magnesium-bearing al!oy.

Obviously, bothAi-Li-Cu alloys are more susceptible to SC than the AA 7075-T6

aluminum alloy under the conditions of our study, with the magnesium-bearing

alloy being the most susceptible.

Typical SC crack morpho!ogy observed on the surface of the tuning fork

specimens of both AI-Li-Cu alloys is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, after

about 2 × 103 h of exposure to alternate immersion, the surface of these

specimens are only mildly pitted but do contain numerous stress-corrosion

cracks as deep as 0.3 mm, as shown in Fig. 6. These cracks appeared to be o

generally intergranular and severely branched, as is evident in Fig. 6(k).

Slow Crack-Growth Tests

Slow crack growth in the Al-Li-Cu alloys was studied using bolt-!oaded,

DCB-type, fracture-mechanics specimens continuously exposed to an aqueous

3.5 percent NaCI environment under free-corrosion conditions. Because of the

problem of extensive crevice corrosion along the edge of the crack, optical
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measurementsof the crack lengthcouldnot be used.-Instead,crack extension

was determinedafter specimenfailurefrom an analysisof the fracturesurface.

The specimenswere removedfrom the solutionafter8.4 × 102 h of exposure,

unloadedto estimateany changein specimencompliance,re!oadedto a higher

appliedstress,and exposedto the test environmentfor an additional

3.8 x 103 h. Considerablecrackclosurewas observedduringthe unloading

of all exposedspecimens,afterboth short-termand long-termexposure.

Table 3 is a summaryof thesedata for the base alloy in the under-aged

and peak-agedconditionsand for the magnesium-bearingalloy in the over-aged

condition. Tests are continuingon both alloysin theseand otherheat-

treatmentconditions,and wil! be terminatedafterapproximately1 x i0_ h of

exposureand reportedelsewhere. Shown in Table 3 are the initiallyapplied

_; the final stressintensity,_; and the estimatedcrackstressintensity,

extensionfor the two exposureintervals. All specimensgave some indication

of crack extensionas the resultof the exposureswith the exceptionof the

peak-aged,base alloy specimenexposedfor the shortesttime. This specimen

exhibitedcrack pop-induringinitialloading(theinitiallyapplied K

exceeded KQ of the materialand did not exhibitdetectablecrack growth).

After the last immersiontest,all specimenswere pulledto failureand

theirfracturesurfaceswere analyzed. Figure7 is an overviewof the failure

- surfaceof the magnesium-bearingalloy and is typical. In all cases the

regionsof fatiguecrack growth,crack extensionduringshort-termexposure,

crack extensionduringlong-termexposure,and rapid unstablecrack extension

could easilybe distinguishedmacroscopically,prior to cleaning,and were

used to calculatecrack extensions(Table3). This was not the case, however,

microscopicallyand followingcleaning. A detailedSEM analysisof all failed

specimenswas unableto identifyany significantvariationin fracturetopography
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associated with short- and long-term immersion and rapid, unstable fracture.

As an example, areas of crack growth associated with long-term immersion and

unstable fracture are shown in Fig. 8 for the magnesium-bearing alloy. Although

the de_ails of the fracture are somewhat masked as the result of corrosion and
e

the required cleaning procedures, the magnesium-bearing alloy appears to have

failed in a duplex mode with coarse intergranular regions bounded by fine

intergranular regions. These regions can be correlated with variations in the

microstructure.(%) The overall fracture topography of the base alloy differs

somewhat from the magnesium-bearing alloy but is simply a reflection of differ-

ences in microstructure. Differences in the various regions of crack growth

remain indistinguishable.

Slow Strain-Rate Tests

Slow strain-rate tests were conducted using the straining electrode speci-

mens of the Al-Li-Cu base al!oy under a variety of electrochemical conditions.

The standard potentiodynamic polarization data had been obtained previously.(s)

One such curve for the base alloy composition is shown in Fig. 9 and is gen-

erally typical of both AI-Li-Cu alloys over the range of aging treatments

investigated. In this figure, the passive regime occurs along the voltage-

independent, current density plateau. In this regime, a passive corrosion

film is formed. The aging condition has little systematic influence on the
o

passive current density. However, a slight decrease (more negative potential)

in breakaway potential occurred for the longer aging times. On occasion, cur-

rent spikes were observed along the plateau, indicating instability of the

passive film. Nevertheless, the potentiodynamic technique proved relatively

insensitive to microstructural variations which occur for the under-, peak-,

and over-aged conditions.
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Slow strain-ratetestswere performedat three electrochemicalconditions

based on the data similarto Fig. 9: (i) anodicpotentiostaticcontrolat

-0.850V in a deaeratedsolution,(2)cathodicpotentiostaticcontrolat
see

-1.075V in a deaeratedsolution,and (3) open-circuitpotentialunder
see

free-corrosionconditionsin an oxygenatedsolution. Additionally,tests

were performedin a laboratory-airenvirorunentfor comparison. The SC sus-

ceptibilityof AI-Li-Cualloysat variouselectrochemicalconditionsis indi-

cated in Fig. i0. Plottedin this fiEureare strain-to-fracture(_f)data

as a functionof the appliedstrainrate. The controltestsperformedin air

and the specimentestedunder cathodicpotentiostaticcontrolexhibiteda

strainto fracture(of)of about6.5 percent. In air, sf was found to be

strain-rateindependentover the rangeof strainrates investigated.However,

anodicpotentiostaticcontrolresultedin a lineardeclinein sf from

4.6 percentat i0-_ s-I to less than2.0 percentat 10-6 s-z. Free corrosion

in an oxyEenatedNaCI solutionat 10-6 s-z resultedin an sf of 4.5 percent--

a modest decrementof about 2 percentin strainwith respectto that observed

in air.

The mode and topographyof fractureand the conditionof the unmasked

surfacewas studiedon each of the failedspecimens(FiE. i0). Failurein air

occurredat randomalonE the gaEe lengthof the specimens. In general,cracking

. occurredin shearby a singlecrack oriented45 deE to the loadinE direction

(thecommonmode of failurein all base alloy specimens). The fracturepath

was _ransEranularand occurredby microvoidcoalescence.The specimenexposed

to cathodicpotentiostaticcontrolexhibiteda similarvalue of sf as observed

in air (FiE. i0)_failureoccurredacrossthe masked reEionof the EaEe section,

and failurewas again transEranularby microvoidcoalescence.The unmasked

surfaceof the cathodicspecimenexhibiteduniformrows of smallpits alonE the
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direction of the load axis which is also the extrusion direction of the alloy

and is shown in Fig. ii. As will be indicated, similar rows of pits were

observed on the unmasked surfaces of all specimens exposed to the aqueous

3.5 percent NaCI solution. Also observed on the unmasked surface of the

cathodic specimen (Fig. ii) are larger pits which are randomly arranged.

Because failure occurred away from the unmasked region, neither type of pit
f

contributed to the fracture process.

All specimens exposed to anodic potentiostatic control (Fig. I0) failed

through the unmasked portion of their gage sections. Failures again occurred

by shear with the general fracture path being transgranular with extensive

microvoid coalescence. The unmasked surfaces contained rows of small pits and

randomly arranged larger pits, similar to that observed in the cathodic speci-

men (Fig. Ii), with the larger pits being the most severe at the lowest strain

rate. Also, at the lowest strain rate the primary fracture did not occur on

a single plane but was jagged at ±45 deg to the bad axis. Secondary shear

cracks were observed in the vicinity of the primary fracture, as shown in

Fig. 12. These secondary cracks seem to be associated with the larger pits;

a number of larger pits were found along the edge of the primary crack, as

shown in Fig. 13. The intergranular nature of these pits is clearly evident

in Fig. 13 (b).

The specimen tested under free-corrosion conditions in an oxygenated

solution (Fig. I0) failed by shear across the unmasked region of the specimen

along a single fracture plane 45 deg to the loading axis. No secondary cracks

were observed on the specimen surface and the primary crack appeared to ini-

tiate from a single, large pit near the surface of the specimen, as shown in

Fig. 14(_). Figure 14(b) is the interior surface of this large pit. This

surface is severely dimpled from the corrosion reaction and exhibits little or
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no evidence of intergranular attack. The unmasked surface of this specimen

contained the usual rows of small pits, but in addition a fairly uniform dis-

tribution of large patches of severe pitting was observed, as shown in Fig. 15.

It was the large pit below one such patch that initiated the primary fracture

(Fig.

In an attempt to correlate pitting with specific microstructural features,

the surface of a specimen was metallographically polished and etched and sub-

sequently stressed to 415 MPa and exposed to a static solution for 16 h under

anodic potentiostatlc control. Figure 16(a) shows the underlying microstruc-

ture of the alloy and the corresponding surface pits following exposure. Alloy

microstructure consists of columnar bands of recrystallized grains bounded by

strings of secondary particles aligned parallel to the extrusion direction.

Although not shown, a few large particles (20 to i00 Bm in diameter) were

observed to be distributed randomly throughout the microstructure. These are

thought to be master alloy inclusions carried over from the melt during the

atomization P/M process. (%) Surface pitting following exposure (Fig. 16(b))

appears to be associated with the selective attack of the secondary particles

which are aligned parallel to the extrusion direction. The larger pits also

appear associated with these particles and begin to develop after about 4 h of

exposure. The large master alloy inclusions seem to play no role in the pitting

process.

. Discussion

Both Al-Li-Cu alloys, with and without a magnesium addition, appear to be

susceptible to SC in an aqueous 3.5 percent NaCI solution under the right elec-

trochemical conditions. Small surfacepits are initially formed under all

corrosion conditions investigated (cathodic and anodic potentiostatic control

and under free-corrosion for both constant and alternate immersion) and are
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associatedwith second-phaseparticlesstrungalong the extrusiondirection

(Fig.16). With time,largerpits are developedfrom these rows of smaller

pits at selectedlocationsacrossthe exposedsurface. Under cathodiccontrol

in a deaeratedsolution,the largerpits are randomlypositioned,are shallow

and flatbottomed,appearto be associatedwith a generalcorrosionattack

(Fig.II), and do not degradethemechanicalbehavior(_f)of the alloy as

determinedby slow-strainrate tests (Fig.i0). Under anodicpotentiostatic

controlin a deaeratedsolution,the largerpits are randomlypositioned

(Fig.12) but appear to be formedby a selectivedissolutionmechanismasso-

ciatedwith the grainboundariesof the alloy (Fig.13(k)).At low strain

rates (longexposures),numerouscracksare associatedwith thesepits

(Fig.12) and significantmechanicaldegradation(£f)of the alloy is observed

(Fig.i0). Under free-corrosionconditionsin an oxygenatedsolution,a fairly

uniformdistributionof large patchesof severepittingis observed(Fig.15).

Althoughthe corrosionprocessis somewhatselective,deep pits are formed

(Fig.14(_))havingdimpledinteriorsurfaces(Fig.14(b))with no evidenceof

intergranularattack. Somedegradationin mechanicalbehavior(£f)is observed

(Fig.I0).

An estimateof the critical-flawsize requiredfor unstable,rapid crack

growthin the base AI-Li-Cualloy under conditionsof the slow strain-rate

testswas made using a fracture-mechanicsanalysis. Assuminga surfaceflaw

having an aspect ratioof about0.5 (Figs.13 and 14(_)),the criticalflaw

size is estimatedto be approximately0.25 to 0.30mm. Based on this estimate,

it is deducedthat the reductionin mechanicalbehavior (gf)observedunder

free-corrosionconditionsin an oxygenatedsolution(Fig.10) is simplythe

resultof the largecorrosionpit [approximately0.31 mm deep (Fig.14 (_))]

and does not involvesignificantstress-corrosioncrack growth. Under anodic
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potentlostatlc control (Fig. i0), this is not the case. The moderate size of

the intergranular surface pit (approximately 0.i0 mm deep (Fig. 13)) suggests

that slow crack growth did occur ahead of the pit --most probably as the

result of the corrosive environment. However, no evidence of a change in

fracture morphology was observed near these pits, as compared with the region

of rapid, unstable crack growth. Unfortunately, much of the details on the

fracture surface were masked as the result of corrosion following failure and

the required surface-cleaning procedure.

Slow crack growth was observed under conditions of free corrosion in both

AI-Li-Cu alloys at all aging conditions investigated (Table 3). Although the

initially applied stresses on these precracked, fracture mechanics-type speci-

mens were high, resulting in stress-intensity factors approaching the critical

stress intensities, theextensive slow crack growth seems to support some con-

tribution from the corrosive environment. Severe crevice corrosion was observed

at the edges of the cracks (Fig. 7), as would be expected from the extensive

pitting observed under similar electrochemical conditions in the slow strain-

rate studies (Fig. 14(_)). However, within =he specimen, along the crack tip,

this extensive corrosive attack was not observed. Obviously, the actual elec-

trochemical state along the crack front differs from that at the external sur-

face but cannot be defined. The fracture morphology in the regions of slow

- crack growth and rapid, unstable fracture (Fig. 7) do not appear significantly

different. Again, this may be the result of corrosion following the formation

of the crack surfaces and the required surface-cleaning procedure.

Tests performed on the Ai-Li-Cu alloys under alternate-lmmersion condi-

tions had the longest exposure to a corrosive environment and were the most

severely attacked. Additionally, in these tests the orientation of the mate-

rial was such that the second-phase particles strung along the extrusion
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direction lie perpendicular to the major axis of loading. Rows of small pits

were formed at these particles but were less numerous than in the slow strain-

rate tests and only a few larger pits were developed. Where rows of small pits

did occur, cracks were initiated along the rows (perpendicular to the loading

direction) and grew with time (Fig. 5). The general nature of these cracks

appears to be similar to the pits observed in the slow straln-rate tests under

anodlc control (Fig. 13), that is, intergranular and severely branched (Fig. 6),

but closed and significantly deeper. A fracture mechanics analysis of secondary

surface cracks and cracks on unfailed specimens (Fig. 4) revealed that crack

depth is approaching the critica! flaw size for rapid, unstable crack growth

in these specimens. Thus, unlike the anodic-controlled, slow strain-rate

specimens, slow crack growth in these alternate-immersion specimens appears to

occur by a singz_lar mechanism involving the selective attack along the grain

boundaries perpendicular to the major axis of loading.

Summary

The SC behavior of two AI-Li-Cu alloys, with and without a magnesium addi-

tion, was studied using three test methods: (i) threshold stress tests on

tuning fork specimens, (2) slow crack-growth tests on fracture mechanics-type

specimens, and (3) slow strain-rate tests on straining electrode specimens.

Additionally, other experimental parameters were varied including constant

versus alternate immersion in the aqueous 3.5 percent NaCI environment, deaerated

versus oxygenated solutions, electrochemical potential (anodic, cathodic, and

free-corroslon), and the orientation of the alloys. Each of these test methods

was found to yield important information on the SC behavior of the AI-Li-Cu

alloys.

Under all conditions investigated, second-phase particles strung out in

rows along the extrusion direction in the alloys were the most rapidly attacked
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and play a significantrole in the SC process. With time, largerpits develop

from theserows of smallerpits. Under cathodicpotentiostaticcontrolin a

deaeratedsolution,these surfacepitswere shallowand flatbottomedand

playedno role in the fractureprocess. Under anodiacontrolin a deaerated

solutionthe large surfacepitswere shallowbut intergranular.Surface

cracksinitiatedfrom thesepits and contributedsignificantlyto the fracture

process. Pit depthwas considerablyless than the criticalflaw size for

rapid,unstablecrack growthin thesematerials,suggestingthatchemically

enhancedslowcrack growthoccurredby someother mechanism,suchas hydrogen.

Under free-corrosionconditionsin an oxygenatedsolution,when the second-

phase particlesare alignedwith the loadingaxis,massive,relativelyopen

pits are formedwhich approachthe criticalflaw size in thesematerialsand

contributedirectlyto failure.

Slow crack growthwas observedin the limitedaging conditionsinvesti-

gated in both the AI-Li-Cubase alloy and the alloy containingmagnesium.

Althoughfree-corrosionconditionswere maintained,the fracturesurfacesaway

from the specimensurfaceshowedno evidenceof gross chemicalattack,again

suggestingthe possibleroleof hydrogenin the SC crackingprocess.

Finally,the indicationof thresholdstressfor SC in both Al-Li-Cualloys

was found to be significantly!ower than thatobservedfor the 7075-T6aluminum

_ alloy and was the lowestfor the magnesium-bearingalloy. In these tests,

second-phaseparticleswere orientedperpendicularto the loadingdirection,

crack initiatedalong the rows of small surfacepits, and grewwith time.

These crackswere closedand grew intergranularlywith prematurefailureoccur-

ring as the cracksapproachedthe criticalflaw size in thesematerlals.

Both AI-Li-Cualloys,with and withouta magnesiumaddition,are suscep-

tible to SC in an aqueous3.5 percentNaCI solutionunder the rightconditions.
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The susceptibilityof thesematerialsis verymuch influencedby both the

electrochemicalconditionspresentduringthe corrosionprocessand the micro-

structureof the alloys.
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Table i -- Chemical composition of the aluminum alloys studied.

Composition, wt % ppm

Alloy Nominal alloy composition

Li Cu Mg Zr Si Fe Mn Zn Ti Cr Be 0 Ca Na K

Base, 2.6 1.4 0.006 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.005 0.02 0.03 0.002 0.005 6 3 2 1

A1-Li-Cu

Mg-bearing, 2.6 1.4 1.6 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.005 0.02 0.03 0.002 0.005 5 3 1 i

A1-Li-Cu-Mg

AA 7075 - 1.49 2.27 O.01 0.07 0.21 0.03 5.51 0.04 0.21 - - -

aluminum

AA 7475 - 1.42 1.95 - 0.04 - 0.01 5.42 0.03 0.24 - - -_n

aluminum



Table 2 --Typicalmechanicalpropertiesof the AI-Li-Cu

alloys as a functionof aging condition.

Base all_ Mg-bearinga11oye

Property = Aging condition d Aging condition e

Under Peak Over Under Peak Over

385 460 420 455 520 435 "
Yield stress (0.2%

offset),MPa

Ultimatetensile 490 550 490 570 600 550

stress,M_a

Strain to 3.5 3.0 5.0 3.5 3.5 4.0

fracture, %

Fracture toughness 12 9 8.5 9.5 8.5 7.5

KQ, MPa_m

aTensile data for 0.25-in. diameter standard tensile speci-

mens; fracture toughness of 0.5-in. thick, 1-in. compact

tension specimens.

bBase alloy specimens solution treated at 788 K for 1 h plus

cold-water quenching prior to aging.

CMg-bearing specimens solution treated at 828 K for 1 h plus

cold-water quenching prior to aging.

dUnder-, peak-, and over-aged conditions are i0, 26, and

200 h at 443 K, respectively.

eUnder-, peak-, and over-aBed conditions are 5, 26, and

80 h at 463 K, respectively.
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Table 3 -- Time dependent crack growth of DCB specimens

in aqueous 3.5% NaCI solution _

35 day immersion 159 day immersion

Alloy Aged i
condition KI _ Aa' _ _ Aa'

KPa_m mm MYaC_m mm

A1-Li-Cu Under 9.0 7.5 3.0 9.5 7.5 2.5

A1-Li-Cu Peak ll.0 9.0 0b 9.0 8.5 0.8

A1-Li-Cu-Mg Over 7.0 5.5 4.0 10.5 7.5 4.0

a_: crack tip stress-intensity factor applied prior to

f
immersion period. KI: crack tip stress-intensity factor

at termination of the immersion period.

bExhibited pop-in during loading.
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Figure i.- Tuning fork specimen.
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Figure 2°- Double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen.
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a) 9 mmBY 4.8 mmUNMASKED REGION ON ONE SIDE
FOR POTENTIOSTATIC POLARIZATION.

b) GRIP REGION FOR APPLICATION OF ELECTRICALLY
INSULATIVE TABS.

c) STRAIN GAGE LOCATION; TYPICAL, BOTH SIDES.

Figure 3.- The straining electrode specimen.
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Figure 4.- The relative SC behavior in aqueous 3.5% NaCI solution under condi-
tions of alternate immersion.
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Figure 5.- Multicrack initiation on the tensile surface of an Al_Li-Cu alloy

tuning fork specimen after an 84-day alternate inm:ersion exposure in aqueous
3,5% NaCI solution,
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Figure 6.- Stress corrosion cra_cksin the Ai-Li-Cu-Mg alloy, edge of tuning ,

fork specimen: (a) SEM mlcroglraphlefa surface craek_ (b)Optical micrograph
of a se'cond crack indicatinglthe intergranu!ar,miltibranehed fracture path,
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1 MACHINED NOTCH.

2 FATIGUEPRE-CRACK.

:Figure 7,- Fracture surface of AI_Li_Cu-Mg alloy DCB specimen showing the various

regions of crack growth,



_i_i_i_i_iiii_i_ii_iiii_i_ili_i_i!_ilililil_¸¸__i,!i_i_!_ii!ii_i_ii_
!_i_e_ _ fracture topography of the DCB specimen of figure 7_ (a) Time_

#,!i_de_n_t crack extension, Region 3, (b) Rapid fracture, Region 5_
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Figure 9.- Electrochemical characteristics of peak-aged AI-Li-Cu alloy determined
by potentiodynamic scan in deaerated aqueous 3.5% NaCI solution,
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Figure i0.- The stress corrosion susceptibility at various applied potentials;
slow strain-rate test data.



Figure ii,_ Surface pits on A!-Li-Cu alloy, straining

_O a deaeratedaqueous 3,5% NaCI solutionunder

(-llo75



, . 

F i g u r e  1 2 . -  Surface of  A1-Li-Cu a l l o y ,  strain:Lng el.ecCrode specimen exposed t o  
d e a e r a t e d ,  aqueous 3.5% N a C l  s o l u t i o ~ ~  unde r  anodic p o t e n t i o s t a t i c  c o n t r o l  
(-0.850 !Isce). Note secondary cracks near  p r imary  C r a c t u r e  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  

the l a r g e  surface p i t s .  



a) 20 ,_m

b)

Figure 13.- Intergranular pitting associated with final fracture of AI'Li_Cu
a 6 1

alloy, straining electrode specimen at unm sked surface (I0" s- , -0.850 Vsce):
(a) Surface/fracture interface, (b) Surface topography Within pit, A.
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Figure 14.- Fracture surface of AI-Li-Cu alloy, straining electrode specimen

tested under free-corrosion conditions in an oxygenated, aqueous 3_5% NaC_

solution: (a) Primary fracture showing large pit near specimen
(b) Surface topography within the large pit,
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Figure 15.- Surface pits on AI.Li-Cu alloy, straining electrode specimen exposed

to an oxygenated, aqueous 3.5% NaCI solution under free-corrosion conditions.
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a) 50 ,_m

b) 25 um

Figure 16.- A comparison between microstructure and pitting in the AI-Li-Cu alloy;
E.D. signifies the extrusion direction. (a) Underlying microstructure.

(b) Surface pitting following 16-h exposure to deaerated, aqueous 3.5% NaCI

solution under anodic potentiostatic control (-0.850 Vsce).
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